are generated by at most two elements and whose orders are divided by at most three (different) prime numbers, are supersoluble, then the group G itself is supersoluble.
The notation agrees with that in the notes of Carter, Fischer, and Hawkes [2] and that of Doerk [3] . If f and ¢ff are classes of groups, then f~/denotes the class of all those groups G which have a normal subgroup N such that N belongs to f and GIN belongs to ~. P shall denote the set of all primes and for each group G we have a(G) = {p I P E P and p ] ] G 1}. All groups considered are finite and soluble.
We start with the following definition:
DEFINITION. Let 9f be a class of groups.
(1) The group G if= 1 is called f-critical if (a) G6£r, (b) H < G => Hegf.
(2) ~f has the property//~ if the order of an 3f-critical group is divided by at most n (different)primes. (3) ~ has the property 27~ if the following is true: A group G, which has n subgroups in 3f with relatively prime indices, belongs to ~.
As is well known the class of nilpotent groups .#" has the property//2 (respectively 273). Therefore all classes, whose critical groups are .#'-critical (for example the class of all p-nilpotent groups (p E P)), also have the property //2. By Huppert [4] it has been proved that the saturated formation q/of all supersolvable groups has the property//3 (resp. 2'4).
We now want to investigate how the property II n for a saturated formation ~-depends on the analog properties of the formations {f(p)) by which ~ is locally defined and vice versa if ~-has the property//~, what can be said about the analog properties of the formations f(p) ? A first answer in this direction is given by the following theorem: Proof. Suppose that ~" does not have the property/-/~+1 • Then there exists an ~-critical group G whose order is divided by more than n + 1 primes. Let G be an ~'-critical group of minimal order such that the order of G is divided by more than n + 1 primes.
First we show that all proper epimorphic images of G belong to ~-. If G/M ~ ~" for a minimal normal subgroup M of G, then G/M is ~'-critical. Therefore, by the minimality of G, the order of G/M is divided by at most n + 1 primes, s.t. M is a (normal) Sylow-subgroup of G. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there exists a complement W of M in G. Since G is o~--critical and W < G,
Thus, all proper factors of G belong to o~. Since ~ is a saturated formation, the group G is a primitive group, i.e., G has exactly one minimal normal subgroup M and M = Ca(M). Let p be the characteristic of M. Then M = Let UE o~. If G io ~, then G would be an o~--critical group. By hypothesis the number of prime divisors of I G I is at most n, a contradiction to the choice of G. Therefore G belongs to o~ and H is ~'-eritical. By hypothesis, I H 1 is divisible by at most n primes, and so is G as well, a final contradiction.
O~,~(G).
Finally, take o~ = ~1 = {G ] I~(G) <~ 1}. Then, as is well known, f (q) = Y for q va p andf(p) = 5t'~9°~,. o~ has the property H 2 (see, for example, Satz 2.6 and Lemma 2.8 of [6] ), but there exists no formationf(q) with the property H 1 .
Under modified assumptions the result of the first part of Theorem 1 can be improved. We refer to the following theorem. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. THEOREM 2. Let ~ be a saturated formation, which is defined locally full and integrated by the formations {f(p)}. Suppose that one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
has the property Ilnfor all p ~ P and for all p o~ n 5~, is contained in f(p). (b) For a (special) prime p we have ~ --~9°~.~ and ~ ~ ~o,, C_f(p). Further, f (p) has the property II~ for this prime p. Then ~ has the property H~ .
As a simple consequence we get for example the well-known result that 
~,1 = {GI l,(G) ~

~-t~ .9~, C_ f(p).
Now, there is a deep connection between the property/7~ for a given class f of groups and the property 2:~ for this class. In [6, Lemma 2.8] it is proved that if f has the property 2:~ (n > 1) it follows that f has the property /7,,_ 1 . Vice versa, in [5, Satz 1.5] the following result is proved for the maximal subgroup-closed class ~/contained in ~7: If f has the property H,, then ~ has the property Z**+I. Thus, the properties 2: n and/I,~_ 1 are equivalent for subgroupclosed classes. But now we give an example of a formation (and also of a saturated ,formation), which shows that in general the property Zn+ 1 for a class f of groups is not a consequence of the property//n for f. For it we consider the class ~ = {G [ the Carter-subgroups of G are rr-groups} for ~r _C p. Trivially c(~ has the property//1: For, let G be a c~-critical group. Then the Cartersubgroups of G are not ~r-groups. Thus, there exists a prime r 6 ~ which is dividing the order of G. Consider the cyclic group Z. r of order r. Then Z r is the Carter-subgroup of itself, but no ~r-group; by choice of G it follows that G ~ Z r . Especially G is an r-group. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the class ~ (p e P) has the property H 2 . But now consider--in order to get the desired counterexample--the formation c~{~.q} (p, q primes). We will show that ~(~,q} does not have the property 272 . To get a counterexample for the conjecture that the property H n implies the property Z'~+~ also for saturated formations, we can make use of the above example and consider the following: Trivially 5;°~ = ,~. Thus, by Hilfssatz 3.3 of [3] W~ = Y~,~. is a saturated formation, which is defined locally full and integrated by formations {3f'~(r)} with t~
for r e ~" 9¢t°~ for r6~.
It is easily proved that '3¢~. has the property/72 . But although the saturated formation ~,~;~ = ~,,cE~ still has the property 27.~ we will show that this is no longer true for the saturated formation d~{p,q} = ~{~,q}, ,~(~,q} . EXAMPLE 2. Take the group H of Example 1. By Nakayama [7] the group H has a faithful irreducible module W over GF(q). Let But T has three subgroups U 1 , U2, Ua belonging to d~'= with relatively prime indices.
For the property Xn we can prove an analog result to Theorem 1, which is proved in a similar way.
THEOREM 3. Let ~ be a saturated formation, which is defined locally full and integrated by the formations {f(p)}. If all the formations f(p) have the property 2Jn, then o~ has the property Zn+ 1 . Further, if ~ has the property Zn , then each f(p) has this property as wall. The following is not true in generah If ~ has the property Z~ , then there exists a prime p such that f(p) has the property Z,,_~ .
One consequence of Theorem 3 in connection with Lemma 2.8 of [6] is (for example) that the order of an o~-critical group is divided by at most n (different) primes, if all the formations f(p) have the property Z' n .
For small n we can determine for example all saturated formations with the property H,~. A first theorem in this direction is the following: In this connection it is not difficult to prove the following theorem. You need only the easily proved remark that the saturated formations 5~ = .5#~.5Po with rr, p _C p have the properties 27a, 11~, respectively.
THEOREM 5. Let Y be a saturated formation being defined locally full and integrated by the formations {f(p)). If all the formations f(p) have the property Z2, (H a repectively), then ~-= O~ 5P~'Se=~ with %, the characteristic off(p). ow has the property X 3 (172) respectively.).
To characterize all saturated formations with the property 27a seems to be rather difficult, as is to be seen by the following remarks. First we prove the following lemma: LEMMA 6. Let p, -r C_ • and p ~ P, p 6 "r. Then the saturated formation 5¢o5¢~5P, has the property X~ .
Proof. Let G be a group of minimal order with the property to have three subgroups Ui (i = 1,2, 3) in 5Po#°,~ with relatively prime indices, but G 6 #°oSP,Sa . . Since all proper epimorphic images of G belong to 5PoSP~ by the choice of G, we can assume that G is a primitive group. Let q be the characteristic of the only minimal normal subgroup M of G. Then q 6 p. Without loss of generality we may assume that q ~" t G : Ui [ for i = 1, 2 such that U1, U 2 ~> 3//. It follows that q ~'l G : Ux c~ U 2 r-Therefore a q-Sylow subgroup Q of G is contained in U 1 F~ U2. Since U1, U2/> M and q ¢ p, we have Oo(Ui) = 1. If p 4: q, we have O~(Ui) = 1 as well. Then, in this ease U 1 and U2 would be T-groups, and since 5a~ has the property 272, we would have G ~ ~, a contradiction to the choice of G. So we may assume q ~ p. Then the q-Sylow subgroup Q of Ui is normal in Ui, since U i ~ 5a~5¢, andp 6 7. Therefore, since G = U1U 2 , it follows that Q is normal in G such that Q ~ M. Since U1/M, UJM E 5¢, we have G/M ~ 5¢~ and so G 6 5t'~Sa~, a final contradiction. Now, take ~-~ 5PoSP~ with ,, p _C 0 z, p ¢ r and p ~ p. Then ~-can be defined locally full and integrated by the formations I~.se for q E p f(q) = I ~ for q=p for q6 char ~-~9~ in all other cases.
By Lemma 6, o~ has the property Z' 3 . Now, if p = p', then all formations f(q) have the property 273 and the only formation different from o~ is f(p). If p C p', then there exist among the defining formationsf(q) some which coincide with and some which are different from ~', but still have the property 273; finally those, which have the property 272 . Finally, have a look at the saturated formation 5~ = sUS~, where sV" denotes the class of all nilpotent groups. It can be defined locally full and integrated by x(p) ~ 5P~ and x(q) = 5PSf~ for q @ p. f has the property 2~. In this case only one of the defining formations has the property ~'~, all others have the property Z' a and none of all coincide with f.
Corresponding results we have in relation to the property H~. At the end of this section we will prove a general result about subgroup-closed Fitting formations in relation to the properties 27 n (H n , resp.).
For it we need the following lemma, which can be proved in a similar way as As is well known the saturated formations JV "i are defined locally full and integrated by the formations ~9~JV i-1. Now, 5P~JV "i-1 has the property Zi+ 1 by Lemma 7. Therefore, in connection with Theorem 3 we get:
COROLLARY A. df m has the property Zi+ 2 .
Finally we get the mentioned result about subgroup-closed Fitting formations, which are contained in the classes JV "i. Especially, each Fitting formation, which is contained in Xa and which contains the class of metanilpotent groups has the property X 5 .
As mentioned above, very often knowledge of the structure of a specified collection of subgroups of a group G can yield detailed information about G itself. Clearly, one should aim to make the collection of such subgroups as small as possible. At the end of our considerations we will prove a general result in this direction. For it the following definition of [2] seems to be helpful: DEFINITION. Let H and ~-be classes of groups, o~-is called H-complete if the following is true: If all H-subgroups of a group G belong to ~-, then G itself belongs to o~.
There is a deep connection between the H-completeness and the property Hn for a given class of groups:
Remark. Let T~ = {G I[ ~(G)] ~< n} and let o qz-be any class of groups. Then: ~" is Tn-complete if and only if ~" has the property H n .
Further, it is not difficult to prove the following lemma:
LEMMA 8. Let ~, H, ~/ be classes of groups. Then: ~-is H (3 ff/-complete if and only if o~ is H-complete and o ~ is q~r-complete.
Now we are able to prove the following theorem: (i z 1,. .., 4), which are generated by at most two elements and whose orders are divided by at most three (different) primes, are supersoluble, then the group G itself is supersoluble. For other classes of groups we get similar results, if we use the analog theorems proved in this paper in relation to the properties Z~ and/7 n .
